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Extraction of the Spin Glass Correlation Length
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The peak of the spin glass relaxation rate,Sstd  df2MTRMst, twdyHgyd ln t, is directly related to the
typical value of the free energy barrier which can be explored over experimental time scales. A ch
in magnetic fieldH generates an energyEz  NsxfcH2 by which the barrier heights are reduced, where
xfc is the field cooled susceptibilityper spin,andNs is the number of correlated spins. The shift of the
peak ofSstd gives Ez , generating the correlation length,jst, T d for Cu:Mn 6 at.% and CdCr1.7In0.3S4.
Fits to power law dynamics,jst, Td ~ tasT d and activated dynamicsjst, Td ~ sln td1yc compare well
with simulation fits but possess too small a prefactor for activated dynamics. [S0031-9007(98)0810

PACS numbers: 75.50.Lk, 75.10.Nr, 75.40.Gb
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The study of the irreversible behavior of the spin gla
magnetization under a change of magnetic field allo
exploration of the available states of a random frustrat
system [1,2] There are various representations for the lo
time evolution and the dynamics of spin glasses [3–5], b
a coherent, overall accepted real space description rem
lacking [6]. The purpose of this paper is to extract a tim
and temperature dependent spin glass correlation len
from a specially structured set of experiments and
compare our results with available theoretical prediction

The definition of a correlation length for a spin glass
difficult to express in measurable terms. Marinariet al.
[7] and Kisker et al. [8] introduced the time dependen
equal time correlation function at timet. In the notation
of Ref. [7],

Gsx, td  V 21
X

i

ksi1xti1xsitilt , (1)

where the average is done at timet, and si ssi1xd and
ti sti1xd represent thez component of Ising spins at
sites i (i 1 x) in two thermalized configurations in a
box of volume V . To avoid accidental contributions
to Gsx, td, the two configurations are chosen to hav
zero overlap,q  V 21

P
i siti. References [7] and [8]

both observed, through their simulation studies, that
large timest the correlation functionGsx, td differs from
zero for distances not too much larger than a dynam
correlation lengthjst, T d. Simulations of Marinariet al.
[7] obtain satisfactory fits forjst, T d ~ styt0daTyTg ,
appropriate to power law dynamics [4], while Kiske
et al. [8] fit satisfactorily both this proportionality and
equally well jst, T d ~ fsTyTgd lnstyt0dg1yc , appropriate
to activated dynamics [5].

Our measurements consist of cooling a sample in
magnetic field through the glass temperatureTg to the
measuring temperatureT , waiting a timetw, then cutting
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the field to zero and measuring the decay of the magne
zation. This generates the response function

Sstd  d

"
2MTRMst, twd

H

# ,
d ln t , (2)

whereMTRMst, twd is the thermoremanent magnetizatio
at timet after cutting the magnetic field to zero.

Our approach, justified previously through magnet
field cycling [9] and used to determine the Parisi phys
cal order parameterPsqd [1], makes use of the scaling re-
lationship introduced by Vincentet al. [2]. They show
that barrier heights surmounted during aging are reduc
upon a change in magnetic field byEz, a quantity related
to the change in Zeeman energy. Our model [1] assum
that barriersD , Ez in the initial state (before the mag-
netic field is changed) are quenched, with the populati
of occupied states transitioning essentially instantaneou
to those states of lowest energy corresponding to the n
value of the magnetic field. The associated change
magnetization is referred to as the reversible part of t
magnetization. The states “left behind” comprise the
reversible component and decay by diffusion to the si
created by the quenching of barriersD , Ez.

At small magnetic field changes, states at the barr
height corresponding to the waiting timetw ,

Dstw , T d  kBT sln tw 2 ln t0d , (3)

where 1yt0 is an attempt frequencyøkBTgyh̄, diffuse
towards the sink, resulting in a local equilibration o
state occupancies on a time scale of the order oftw .
This causes [10] a peak in the response functionSstd,
Eq. (2), for measurement timest close to the waiting
time tw. When the magnetic field change is increase
Ez increases, and theeffectivebarrier height from which
diffusion takes place to the sink isDstw , T d 2 Ez. This
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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results in areduction of the measuring time at which
Sstd peaks and was first noted for experiments upo
the insulating thiospinel CdCr1.7In0.3S4 by Vincent et al.
[2] and the amorphous systemsFexNi12xd75P16B6Al 3
by Djurberg et al. [11]. We follow their analysis and
associate the peak inSstd with an effective waiting time,
teff
w , so that as a function of magnetic field change,

Dstw , T d 2 Ez  kBT sln teff
w 2 ln t0d . (4)

Systematic experiments were carried out by us for th
metallic spin glass Cu:Mn6 at.% and for the thiospinel
[12]. Representative curves for2MTRMyH, Sstd are
exhibited in Fig. 1.

Systematic studies have been performed for a varie
of waiting times, tw , magnetic field changes,H, and
temperatures,T , enabling us to extract values ofEz over
a wide range of parameter space.

We interpretEz to be the magnetic energy associate
with a change in magnetic field. In the field cooled stat
we associate each spin to possess a magnetic susceptib
xfc per spin,which we can calculate from the total value
of the field cooled magnetic susceptibilityMfcyH by
dividing by the total number of spinsN . Then the number
of spins participating in barrier quenching (and barrie
hopping) can be derived from setting

Ez  NsxfcH2. (5)

The quantityNs defines a volume over which the spins
are effectively locked together for barrier hopping [2,13
the radius of which we define as the spin glass correlati
lengthj. WereNs to be the sum of smaller independen
clusters, the activation energy would relate to small

FIG. 1. (a) Plots of the data points for2MTRMyH vs
measurement timet, with the solid lines the analytic fit; and
(b) Sstd defined in Eq. (2) vst for Cu:Mn 6 at.% at various
changes in magnetic field.Sstd was calculated by taking the
time derivative of the analytic fit (solid line) in (a).
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barriers, andSstd would not shift its peak from the vicinity
of measurement timesøtw .

Extensive studies were made of both Cu:Mn6 at.%
and CdCr1.7In0.3S4 to examine theH2 dependence pre-
dicted in Eq. (5). Experimental results for both system
with H scales adjusted to their respective de Almeida
Thouless lines [14], are exhibited in Fig. 2.

Experimentally, the measured quantityNs depends both
upon waiting timetw and temperatureT . It represents the
number of correlated spin units which flip together with
a volumej3 growing as a function oftw andT .

We summarize our results forNs in Cu:Mn 6 at.%
as a function of waiting timetw for fixed temperature
T  0.89Tg  28 K in Fig. 3. The solid curve in Fig. 3
is a fit to the form derived from power law dynamics [4]

jstw , T d  0.653stwyt0d0.169TyTg , (6)

with 1yt0  4.1 3 1012 sec21. A similar analysis for
the thiospinel atT  0.72Tg  12 K, but for only two
waiting times, 1100 and 3410 sec, givesjstw , T d 
0.53stwyt0d0.132TyTg . The two expressions are remarkab
close and suggest that Eq. (6) may be universal (s
Fig. 4 below).
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FIG. 2. A plot of logteff
w [equivalently Ez from Eq. (4)]

vs H2 for Cu:Mn 6 at.% sTyTg  0.83, tw  480 secd and
CdCr1.7In0.3S4 sTyTg  0.72, tw  3410 secd at fixed tw and
T . The dependence is linear for magnetic fields less th
250 and 45 G, respectively, then breaks away to a slow
dependence. The ratio of these “break” fields is in agreem
with the respective de Almeida–Thouless lines. We do n
have a satisfactory explanation for this change in slope.
different description, Ref. [2], predicts a linear dependence
Ez upon H, which can be made to fit the data over the enti
range ofH for the thiospinel, but with a significant deviation
at small field changes. We have chosen to focus in the text
the fit at small field changes because we want to be certain
be in the linear regime for our analysis.
439
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FIG. 3. A plot of Ns, the number of spins participating
in barrier quenching (and barrier hopping) from Eq. (4) fo
Cu:Mn 6 at.%, vs tw on a log scale at fixed temperature
T  0.89Tg  28 K. The solid curve drawn through the points
is the prediction for power law dynamics, Ref. [4], while the
dashed curve is the prediction for activated dynamics, Ref. [5
with their exchange factor set equal toTg (i.e., independent of
T and t). As can be seen from the two curves, the two fits a
equally good.

The dashed curve in Fig. 3 is a fit to the predictions o
activated dynamics [5], leading to

jstw , T d  1025fsTyTgd lnstwyt0dg1y0.21, (7)

where we have taken the nominallyt, T dependent ex-
change factor of Ref. [5] to be a constant equal toTg.
As seen from Fig. 3, both Eqs. (6) and (7) fit remark
ably well. However, the factors in Eq. (7) deserve com
ment. The prefactor is very troublesome, for it would giv
j ø Os1d for twyt0  105, while simulations [7,8,15]
clearly see an increasing dynamic correlation length
the regimetyt0 , 105. The exponent in Eq. (7), equal to
1yc, is also at the lower allowable value [5],c  0.2.

A comparison of Eq. (6) with the numerical results o
the simulations in Refs. [7], [8], and [15] is remarkable
The prefactor in the first is of order unity, with an
exponent equal to0.16TyTg (compare with our exponent
0.169TyTg), very close to our fitted results. The secon
finds a prefactor of order unity and an exponent betwe
0.12TyTg and0.13TyTg, and the third a prefactor close
to unity, with an exponent0.13TyTg. All three are in
substantial numerical agreement with the experimen
result, Eq. (6).

In addition, Kiskeret al. [8] find a proportionality of
the same form as Eq. (7) for activated dynamics [5
but with an exponent1yc  1y0.71 6 0.02, somewhat
different from our fitted value1yc  1y0.21. However,
we have set the exchange factor of Ref. [5] equal to
constant,Tg. This quantity may, however, possess atw

and T dependence over the temperature region of o
measurements [16].
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FIG. 4. A plot of Ns on a log scale vssTyTgd lnstwyt0d for
Cu:Mn 6 at.% (solid circles and crosses) and the thiospine
(open triangles). The solid circles are for variableT and
fixed tw  8 min, and the crosses for variabletw and fixed
T  0.89Tg  28 K for Cu:Mn 6 at.%. The open triangles
are for variable tw and fixed T  0.72Tg  12 K for the
thiospinel.

In order to test the universality of our fit to the power law
form for Ns as given by Eq. (6), we plot in Fig. 4,Ns on a
log scale againstsTyTgd lnstwyt0d, for both Cu:Mn6 at.%
and the thiospinel. It is seen that all of our data falls
roughly along a universal line. It should be noted that tw
data points for the thiospinel, taken at low temperature
(0.36 and0.48 3 TyTg, respectively), would not fall on
the data line in Fig. 4, and are not exhibited. Both point
correspond to data taken by a different method from thos
exhibited in Fig. 4, in that the peak inSstd could not
be observed, and an estimate of the effective age of t
curves was obtained by a scaling procedure (see Fig. 5
Ref. [2]). The precise fitting could be in error, but we
cannot rule out that the “line” in Fig. 4 may cross over
to a weaker slope at low temperatures.

The values ofNs extracted by us from Eq. (4) are in the
range of105, varying withtw andT according to Eqs. (6)
and (7). This suggests that there is a mesoscopic numb
of spins participating as a unit in the aging process
as argued initially in Ref. [2]. Ledermanet al. and
Hammannet al. [17] suggest a large highly correlated
spin system is involved in the dynamical processes o
aging and irreversibility.

The nature ofGsx, td in Eq. (1) lends itself to such an
interpretation. The spin realizationssi andti have zero
overlap. Yet their correlation is finite so long asx ,

jst, T d. These realizations can be interpreted as rotation
one from another, consistent with a change in Zeema
energy, relating the theoretical quantityGsx, td to Ns.

The power law dynamics form forjstw , T d, exhibited
in Eq. (6), and the maximum occupied barrierDstw , T d,
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stipulated by Eq. (3), generate an interesting relationsh
Substitutingtw from Eq. (6) into Eq. (3) leads to

Dstw , T dykBTg  6fln jstw , T d 1 0.44g . (8)

This result, supported by our experimental data, w
anticipated by Koper and Hilhorst [4] as well as by Rieg
[13] and Sibaniet al. [18]. The form of Eq. (8) was also
exhibited qualitatively in an analysis similar to our ow
by Granberget al. on Cu:Mn10 at.% [19]. Activated
dynamics would yield a power law relationship betwee
Dstw , T d andjstw , T d.

Equation (8) shows that it would be wrong for a finit
time scale to think of a rigid set of barriers extending
infinite height (the so-called “pure states”). Barriers a
created as the correlation length increases, with deta
balance obeyed throughout the hierarchy.

In summary, we have interpreted the magnetic field d
pendence of the response function to generate thenumber
of spins,Nsstw , T d, locked together in the barrier quench
ing (hopping) process. We identifyfNsstw , T dg1y3 ø
jstw , T d with the spin glass correlation length. The fit
ted expressions are nearly identical for measurements
Cu:Mn 6 at.%, and for the thiospinel. This suggests th
power law dynamics [4] may well be universal. Finally
our fitted expressions forjstw , T d were very close to the
numerical simulations of Refs. [7], [8], and [15].
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